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In ref. 1 the authors present a re-interpretation of atom interferometry
experiments published a decade ago2. They now consider the atom
interferometry experiments2 as a measurement of the gravitational
redshift on the quantum clock operating at the Compton frequency
vC5mc2/B< 2p3 3.03 1025Hz, wherem is the caesium (Cs) atom
rest mass. They then argue that this redshift measurement compares
favourably with existing3 as well as projected4 clock tests. Here we
show that this interpretation is incorrect.

Since their publication, atom interferometry experiments of this
type have been analysed asmeasuring the acceleration of free fall of Cs
atoms in the interferometer, leading to a test of the universality of free
fall (UFF) through a comparison with measurements using a freely
falling corner cube. Although it remains less sensitive than tests using
macroscopic test masses of different composition5,6 (relative pre-
cision 73 1029 versus 23 10213), this UFF test is very important
because it is the most sensitive test that compares the free fall of
quantum bodies with that of classical test masses.

But do such experiments measure the gravitational redshift? We
first emphasize that the atom interferometer used in ref. 2 is an
accelerometer (or gravimeter). The associated signal is a phase shift
DQ5 k?gT2, where k is the effective wavevector transferred by lasers,
g is the local acceleration of gravity and T is the interrogation time. It
measures the acceleration of freely falling atoms, as defined with
respect to the experimental platform that holds the optical and laser
elements. With k and T known from auxiliary measurements, one
deduces the component of g along the direction of k. If the whole
instrument was put into a freely falling laboratory, the phase shift DQ
would vanish.

The situation is completely different for instruments used for test-
ing the universality of clock rates (UCR). An atomic clock delivers a
periodic electromagnetic signal the frequency of which is actively
controlled to remain tuned to an atomic transition. The clock fre-
quency is sensitive to the gravitational potentialU and not to the local
gravity field g5=U. UCR tests are then performed by comparing
clocks through the exchange of electromagnetic signals; if the clocks
are at different gravitational potentials, this contributes to the relative
frequency difference by Dv/v5DU/c2.

We show now that ref. 1 does not measure the gravitational red-
shift. This is clearly seen when evaluating the phase shift DQ using a
Lagrangian formulation as employed in ref. 1; the Lagrangianmay for
example have the form considered in equation (8) of ref. 1. It can then
be proved that the clock contribution DQfree discussed in ref. 1—that
is, the difference of Compton phases along the two paths—is exactly
zero for a closed total path (equation (81) in ref. 7), or exactly can-
celled by a second contribution associated with the splitting of the
endpoints of these paths8. The final phase shiftDQ then arises entirely
from a third contribution describing the interaction of light with
atoms in the beam-splitting process. This explains why the phase

shift takes the already discussed expression k?gT2, which does not
depend on the Compton frequency vC.

The key point in this cancellation is a consistent calculation of the
two paths in the atom interferometer as well as of the phases along
these paths, both derived from the same Lagrangian by using the
principle of least action in a standard way. When this is done in
the case of ref. 1, we find that their equation (8) gives DQfree5 0,
irrespective of the value of the redshift violation parameter b. If one
doubts the validity of this principle of least action, the significance
and sensitivity of the test of ref. 1 remains to be evaluated9.

To summarize, the experiment discussed in refs 1 and 2 is an
interesting test of UFF but not a measurement of the gravitational
redshift or a test of UCR. Both kinds of tests (UFF and UCR) have
their own merit, because they check in different ways whether all
types of mass-energy are universally coupled to gravitation10.
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We stand by our result1. The Comment2 revisits an interesting issue
that has been known for decades3–5. Because it applies to all experi-
ments, classical redshift tests6,7 and atom interferometry redshift tests
are equivalent for all aspects in question.

We first note that no experiment is sensitive to the absolute value of
a potentialU. When two similar clocks at rest in the laboratory frame
are compared in a classical redshift test, their frequency difference
Dv/v5DU/c2 is given by DU~ghzO(h2), where g5=U is the
gravitational acceleration in the laboratory frame, h is the clock’s
separation, c is the velocity of light, andO(h2) indicates terms of order
h2 and higher. Therefore, classical redshift tests are sensitive to g, not to
the absolute value ofU, just like atom interferometry redshift tests. For
classical redshift tests, as for any experiment, all effects of conventional
gravity, including the redshift, are eliminated locally inside a freely
falling laboratory8. If the clock’s trajectory is tracked from a fixed
ground station, the complete experiment is not in free fall. Also, the
redshift is DU/c2, independent of whether the clocks are compared by
exchange of electromagnetic signals or clock transport8.

The atom interferometry signal Q5Qr1 Qt1Qi is the sum of con-
tributions of the redshift Qr5 kgT25 (mc2/B)

Ð
DU=c2ð Þdt to the

Compton frequency vC5mc2/B (where k is the wavevector, T the
pulse separation time1,m the restmass of the atom, and B the reduced
Planck constant), time dilation Qt, and the laser–atom interaction Qi.
As is common in classical redshift tests, the time dilation Qt due to the
clocks’ motion is compensated for, so that a measurement of Qr is
obtained. This happens automatically, because Qt1 Qi5 0. By inter-
fering the atomic matter waves from the two paths, we obtain Q,
which contains their proper time difference9. To compare to
Einstein’s prediction, wemeasure g by tracking a falling corner cube’s
position (apart from its proper time) by interfering light reflected off
the corner cube.

As has been pointedout4,8,10, theEinstein equivalence principle does
not follow from tests of the universality of free fall (UFF) without
redshiftmeasurements. TheComment2, however, argues thatwemust
use the Lagrangian equation (8) to derive the paths as well as the
phases. It thus uses a case where measuring the redshift and testing
UFF are equivalent and so the Einstein equivalence principle does
follow from tests of UFF alone1. In this case, the Comment is correct
that DQfree5Qr1Qt5 0, and thus atom interferometers measure the
acceleration of free fall. Simultaneously, we are correct that
Qt1Qi5 0, showing that they measure the redshift. Using this
approach, however, precludes redshift anomalies without corres-
ponding UFF violation. Any anomaly would cancel upon comparing
measured and predicted redshifts, because the anomaly would also be
contained in g. This has been shown explicitly for classical redshift
tests5, and atom interferometers are no different in this respect.

Themore general—andmore interesting—scenario is that redshift
and UFF violations can exist independently; explicit theoretical
models for this have been proposed using, for example, non-minimal
coupling11,12 or gravitoscalar and gravitovector fields13. Then
DQfree5 Qr1Qt is no longer zero, but our Qt1 Qi5 0 still holds1,

even for arbitrary simultaneous violations of UFF. Given that a com-
plete theory exhibiting redshift anomalies while preserving UFF is
not yet known, it would be premature to use a detailedmodel for such
physics. Our analysis consequently allows (but does not require) the
free-fall acceleration of the atoms g9 and the redshift to be independent.
Similar assumptions have been applied to all previous5 and planned6

redshift experiments.
Atom interferometry redshift tests and classical redshift tests are

both valid measurements of the gravitational redshift. Both remain
important, because they test the Einstein equivalence principle over
complementary parameters like elevation (1,000 km versus 1mm),
clock frequencies (109Hz versus 1025Hz), clock mechanisms (mostly
hyperfine interactions versusmostly strong interactions), andmethods
(radio link versus clock transport). Considering the wide range of
scenarios for physics beyond the standard model, it is important to
probe the redshift on all experimentally accessible scales.
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